
 

Depending on how it's used, harmonic minor can sound 
one of two ways: dramatic with a classical flair (as in 
neoclassical metal) or snaky and middle- Eastern. This 
month we'll look at both. But first, what is harmonic 
minor exactly? Take a natural minor scale and replace 
its b7th with a major 7th. By raising the 7th a half step, 
the peculiar structure of a minor-3rd (step-and-a half) 
interval flanked on either side by half steps emerges 
[Fig. I]. 
   When harmonic minor is played without regard to 
any chord motion, or over a droning tonal center, its 
unusual melodic qualities come to the forefront and the 
scale's slithery side is spotlighted. Played in E harmonic 
minor (E-F#-G-A-B-C-D#), Fig. 2 demonstrates this 
approach with a lick from Total Rock Guitar. Use 
alternate picking to make the ascending portion more 
intense, then go legato for the "slippery" part. 
   To draw out the neoclassical sound, it's best to 
incorporate a classical cadence. Quick theory lesson: 
The V chord ("five chord") is the chord built on the 5th 
step of the key. The I chord ("one chord") is built on the 
tonic. Play E-A to hear a V-I cadence. In a minor key, 
both chords are minor so it becomes a v-i cadence, or 
Em-Am. Trouble is, that sounds lame, so composers 
substituted a major V chord for the minor key. Play E-
Am (V-i) and we regain power. Great, but what else 
happens when we force V to go major? We raise its 
3rd. And what note is the 3rd of the V chord? The 7th 
step of the original scale. Now we can see why 
harmonic minor has a raised 7th—it makes the V chord 
major and allows the cool V-i cadence That's why it's 
called harmonic minor: It's a minor scale altered for 
harmonic purposes. 
   Knowing this, you can make harmonic minor sound 
neoclassical just by using it over a V-i progression—or 
at least the V portion. Actually, the backing chords are 

optional if you draw on the V chord tones. 
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prominently within the run itself. For example, Fig. 3 
descends in A natural minor (A-B-C-D-E-F-G), then 

hits A harmonic minor (A-B-C-D-E-F-G#) at 

beat 3. Notice the E-G#-B chord tones of E major (V). 
Finally we resolve back to Am. Harmonically, the 

figure implies Am-E7b9-Am (i-V-i).¬ 

The ultimate master 
of the harmonic 
minor scale is, of 
course, Yngwie 
Malmsteen— and it 
just so happens that 
"Black Star,” the 
opening track on his 
debut album Rising 
Force, contains one 
of G1's 101 favorite 
solos. Flip to page 
50 to see where it 
came in. 
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